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Test and Evaluation (T&E) Reform
Background:
• The Test Reform Team stood up in mid-Dec 2017 as part of the larger DoD reform
efforts to find efficiencies in the Department.
• Work started in Jan 2018, but Team not fully manned until late Mar 2018.
• The Team is composed of senior members (including a retired General Officer, several
retired Senior Executives, and Senior Subject Matter Experts) with broad experience in
T&E, S&T, acquisition, cyber, intelligence, data analytics, and management of the T&E
infrastructure that were recommended by the OSD and Service S&T, T&E, and PM
Offices or hired directly.
• All contributed to formation of reform initiatives. Cross cutting initiatives are being
pursued to reform the T&E practices in the Department.

Discussion:
• Several initiatives are poised to exit the analysis phase and transition to execution.
• Most initiatives are at a logical breakpoint to begin institutionalizing the reform.
• Some are longer term strategic initiatives that will continue in discussion

Community contribution to the discourse and improvement of reform
are what will ultimately make reform a success
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Test Reform Schedule
RMG – Test Execution:

Analysis
Policy & Regulation Review

Hypothesis
Testing

Best Practices Rvw (Industry & Gov’t)
Identify and Implement
Quick Wins

Realization of Quick Wins
Pilot Programs and Experimentation
Staff NDAA 20 Legislative
Proposals
Change Service’s Policies

NDAA 2020
Prop to Hill

Staff NDAA 21 Legislative
Proposals
Implement Services Policies

• 24 Month Execution – Top Down driven
• Analysis –
• Review current practices, policy, regulations, and effectiveness
• Review best practices of industry and government
• Identify/implement Quick Wins – that do not require congressional action or structural
reorganization of the department
• Implementation phase (hypothesis testing) supported by Pilots/Experimentation
• Break legislative work in two opportunities: Target NDAA 2020 and NDAA 2021
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Test Reform initiatives – Just a speckle…
• Test Infrastructure Management – Examine the policies governing the Test Enterprise,
cost models and propose revisions to increase efficacy
• Multi-Service / Multi-Range Contracting – Better contracting and better prices by
changing how we do business
• Test Infrastructure Readiness – Build upon existing processes and align T&E
investments to the National Defense Strategy ensuring test infrastructure is available
and capable to support existing and emerging programs.
• Right-Size T&E Oversight – Delayer oversight, decrease staffing times, reduce cycle
time, and clarify roles and responsibilities among DoD T&E oversight organizations.
• Consistent T&E Policies – Streamline and ensure consistency of T&E policies to enable
potential cost savings by eliminating unnecessary bureaucratic policies and practices.
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Test Reform initiatives continued
• Shift-Left T&E – DoD often encounters performance issues in Operational Testing (OT)
that should be identified in Developmental Testing (DT). Shift-Left enlarges operational
realism throughout acquisition to accelerate knowledge of system capabilities and
reduce discovery in OT by exploiting T&E opportunities, such as integrated testing and
acceptance of DT data. Adopting streamlined acquisition T&E processes that increase
DT robustness and incorporates earlier integration of operational realism will result in
more cost effective lifecycle costs for warfighter capabilities.
• Mission-Based Design of Experiments (DoE) Optimization – Standardize DoE
approaches across DT and OT communities by refining DoE guidance to emphasize
mission-oriented test design.
• Acquisition Program T&E Cost Fidelity – Improve acquisition program T&E cost
estimating and achieve execution transparency within current Enterprise Resource
Planning Systems and prime contracts. The scope includes DoD/Service Cost
Estimating, Overall DoD T&E Enterprise, and Acquisition Program communities. Will
use current Army efforts as pilot (DUSA-TE, ABO, and ASA(ALT)). Going forward,
update historical records with crosswalk of actuals linked to T&E expenditures for both
government and contractor (primes) T&E activities.

Over 10 additional initiatives are underway or under development
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Shifting Operational Insights Left
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OSD Test Reform Management Group (RMG)

TE-06 “Shift Left” Test and Evaluation (T&E)
• “Shift Left” is identifying and inserting mission context earlier in the acquisition
lifecycle to reduce late discovery of performance issues in operational testing
• Focusing RDT&E on critical capabilities that support mission outcomes through
policy and best practices to streamline development using iterative approaches to
expedite fielding and ensure the right testing is conducted to support decisions
and reduce risks

TE-08 Mission-Based Design of Experiments (DOE)
Optimization
• Mission-based DOE is injecting mission relevancy in progressive, sequential test
design to inform evaluation throughout the test continuum
• Strengthening the use of DOE through policy and best practices to emphasize
mission relevance early to allow programs to own their technical baseline
Adopting consistent DoD methods, best practices and policy-driven
requirements to improve development of more effective test programs
RDTE = Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
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“Shifting Left” to reduce late discovery by
emphasizing mission context throughout acquisition

EVALUATION TESTING
(Summative Evaluation)

EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
(Formative Evaluation)

CAPABILITIES
FOCUSED SYSTEM
ENGINEERING
• Mission context analysis
of system designs
• Goal: Identify design
elements that will drive
mission critical capability

SE
Test
SE
Test
SE

CAPABILITIES FOCUSED
EARLY TESTING
• Targeted testing to
components and subsystems
that enable mission critical
capabilities
• Goal: Inform evolution of
component and system
design

“INTEGRATED” TESTING

SE
Test
SE
Test
SE

•

Efficient system level testing
incorporating mission and
user context

•

Goal: Inform evaluations of
system capabilities to support
users accomplishing missions
across the operational
envelope

• Operational Testing

Research,
Experimentation
& Prototyping

“Synchronized Testing”

Uses Mission-Based Test Design Across Acquisition

Integrates Credible Data Into Operational Evaluations
SE = Systems Engineering
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A Solution: Risk-Based T&E Process
• T&E Scope determined by Early Risk Assessment for DT & OT
Ø Integrates T&E planning and execution with requirements development and
systems engineering
Ø Considers existing usable data, system maturity, operator complexity,
integration with other systems, impact on unit mission, and sustainment
needs
Ø Programs with elevated risk require more comprehensive OT&E strategies

• User defined High Priority Requirements (HPR) for First Unit Equipped
(FUE) and beyond based on mission tasks
• ATEC In-Stride Assessments support requirements formulation,
concurrent systems engineering, and reporting emerging results
• Demonstrated system performance accepted by User prior to
progressing to OT.
Early focus on CFT Demonstrations, Soldier Excursions, User
Feedback, operationally relevant developmental testing
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Risk-Based T&E:
Enabling Streamlined Acquisition
Expected Outcomes
• FUE/other unit identified early, trained and ready to support User
Assessments and other DT with Soldiers
• Technical testing structured concurrent with Systems Engineering
• Eliminate time consuming/unwieldy documentation, staffing, and
approvals
• Weeks vice months responsiveness in reporting emerging data
• Improved community leadership awareness to expedite decisions
• Technological risks identified and addressed/fixed earlier
• Shorter EMD, DT, and OT phases and expedited Evaluation
Reports
Expand Integrated Testing from data sharing & linked events to integrating T&E across:
* requirements decomposition * systems engineering * creative prototyping
* acquisition risk acceptance and mitigation * industry and gov’t
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Reform Initiative Transition & Enactment
• Institutionalizing reform is part of the change management process
• Long term benefits are only achievable if we can “make it stick”!
• Each initiative is unique in the goals, enforcement, and monitoring
required to realize change; will need to develop tailored plans to
transition each initiative.
• Transition to common practice of DoD
• Policy enactment, teaching, training, and monitoring compliance
Embrace Change
Innovate always
Adapt and try
If it doesn’t work – Change Again
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Backup
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